Autoscrubbers®
MA10™ 12E
The Clarke MA10’s convenient, easy-to-use features make it perfect for cleaning small, high-traffic
spaces quickly and effectively. The single-pass scrub and dry performance provides quick access to
cleaned areas, and the comfortable, two-hand grip combined with its light weight make maneuverability
and transport easy for any operator.

MA30™ 13B
The battery powered Clarke MA30™ 13B micro scrubber delivers the cleaning performance you require in the
compact size you need. Dirt and even small debris are easily removed from the floor with its single pass sweeping,
scrubbing and drying capabilities, efficiently leaving your floors clean and dry.

Vantage 14
Combining innovation, reliability and performance, the Clarke Vantage 14 marks a breakthrough in daily scrubbing
for small area cleaning. The Vantage 14’s integrated rotating deck enables complete scrubbing in both forward and
backward directions, allowing operators to easily clean under and around obstacles.

MA50™ 15B
Experience convenient, intuitive scrubbing with the pad-assisted Clarke MA50™ 15B Walk-Behind Scrubber—
complete with a 15 inch cleaning path, an onboard battery lasting up to 2 hours and 3.5 gallon solution and
recovery tanks. These convenient features equate to cleaning productivity of up to 8,000 square feet per
hour. In addition, the MA50™ 15B’s curved squeegee helps pick up more solution and a low-profile, pull-down
handle comes in handy for tight cleaning jobs and storage.

CA30™ 17E
With the Clarke CA30™ 17E, you can experience the agility of a 17 inch wide cleaning path and the added
convenience of a 65 foot safety yellow power cord to improve your cleaning productivity. Engineered for heavy
daily use in a variety of commercial applications, the CA30 17E features a heavy-duty cast aluminum assembly
housing a rounded squeegee that delivers quick, complete solution pick-up day in and day out.

CA30™ 20B
The Clarke CA30™ 20B combines a 20 inch wide cleaning path with a long-lasting onboard battery and charger.
That means you can clean faster without having to worry about the nearest wall outlet or looking for the charger
when the job is done. In addition, the CA30 20B features a heavy-duty cast aluminum assembly housing a
rounded squeegee that delivers quick, complete solution pick-up day in and day out.

Trusted. Reliable. Efficient.

Focus® II Compacts
No other manufacturer comes close to matching Clarke’s combination of serious cleaning ability and
green benefits in autoscrubbers. All of the Focus II compacts feature important benefits such as low
noise levels, improved user ergonomics, onboard chargers, breakaway squeegees, and more.

Focus® II Mid Size
Available in disc, cylindrical and BOOST, the Focus II Mid-size models have
many advanced features such as larger tanks, wet or AGM battery choices,
optional chemical mixing systems, onboard chargers, one-touch scrubbing,
and easy-to-adjust squeegees.

CA90™ 32T
Featuring variable speed control and pad pressure, as well as forward/reverse motion, the monstrous Clarke
CA90™ 32T can cover over 34,560 square feet per hour and apply up to 200 pounds of down pressure.

SA40™ Stand-On
The SA40 stand-on scrubber is designed to deliver reliable cleaning performance. It provides a flexible, extremely
maneuverable and compact solution for small to medium-sized areas. The SA40 has a large 12 gallon solution tank and
low flow rate, which can provide up to 75 minutes of scrub time without refilling, so you will spend more time cleaning.

RA40™ Rider
This compact, highly maneuverable 20 inch autoscrubber is designed to elevate the cleanliness, health and safety
of your facility to the next level. Every cutting-edge feature-from the ultra-sharp turning radius to the onboard
chemical mixing system-has been engineered to the high performance and reliability standards you have come to
expect from Clarke over the past 100 years!

Focus® II MicroRider™
The Clarke Focus® II MicroRider™ is everything you need in a compact rider, available in a unique
26 inch disc deck or 28 inch BOOST® scrub deck for all of your scrubbing needs.

Focus® II Riders
The Clarke Focus® II Rider delivers cost-effective, sustainable performance while maintaining the highest expectations
for your clean floors! A flexible and easy to use solution for both daily maintenance and difficult restoration work will
change the way you maintain your facility. Available with your choice of scrub decks - disc or BOOST®.

Scrubbers Warranty: Parts 5 Years / Labor 2 Years
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